THE WINGS OF THOUGHT
But in intelligent pupils there is always a satisfaction in
making a deduction which is at any rate plausible even if
not certain, a rationalization, in fact. Indeed, it is doubtful
whether a true inductive leap is ever made without some
feeling in the thinker's mind of a " reason " for the general-
ization, a reason deduced from principles, not formed by
induction from data. Even the theologian who called
attention to the beneficence of Providence in placing large
rivers near so many towns was giving a reason for his
observation. And it would be difficult for any observer to
conclude from a number of examples that great towns
often are situated at the junctions of rivers without an
inkling of the mundane reason.
Yet some generalizations remain on the empirical level.
I am aware that p - f - b - p often pass over into
one another in that order as we go from a Latin word to its
English equivalent, and that similar series are formed by
t - th - d - t and c-h-g-c If I were teaching
that law, I would cause the pupils to collect instances which
show it well, as
pater	father
frater	brother
cornu	horn
pellis	a fell or skin
tres	three
duo	two
pedem	foot
dentem	tooth
and many more. But I do not know whether this law of
Grimm has ever been deduced from more intuitive or more
widely accepted laws of phonetics, so I must rest content
with the induction. Yet, whenever I can do sp, I want to
arrive at the deductive proof. For example, I had occasion
once to perform a long statistical calculation which frequently
involved squaring numbers of the form 6J, 3$, 8), etc.;
and it dawned upon me after a while that the square of such
a number is rapidly obtained by multiplying the whole
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